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1. OPENING BIDS Describe strength, min.length, or specific meaning Canapé
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2. PRE-ALERTS

3. COMPETITIVE BIDS / OVERCALLS
Doubles Negative DBL thru

Responsive DBL thru

Jump overcalls Unusual NT

1NT overcall: (immediate) (re-opening)

Immediate cue:  (minor) (Major)

Over: Weak Twos Opening Threes

Opponent's transfers

Opponent's 1NT

4. BASIC RESPONSES
Jump raises - minors

Jump raises - Majors

Jump shifts after minor opening

Jump shifts after Major opening

Responses to strong 2 suit open.

Responses to 2NT opening

5. PLAY CONVENTIONS
Show priorities Versus Suit (or both) Versus NoTrump (if different)

Leads Sequences:

Four or more with an honour

From 4 small

From 3 cards   (no honour)

In partner's suit

Discards

Count

Signal on partner's lead:

Signal on declarer's lead:

Notes

6. SLAM CONVENTIONS 4c Gerber

4NT: Blackwood RKCB

Asking Bids Cue Bids

7. OTHER CONVENTIONS
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8. RESPONSES TO OPENING BIDS
Describe strength, minimum length, or specific meaning
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9. CONVENTIONS
Unusual NT:

4th Suit Forcing One round Game force

NT Checkback Priorities:

Defence to 3NT opening

Defence to Opening Twos

Multi 22
RCO style 2-s

Other 2-s

Defence

    to

 strong

1c / 2c

Over 1NT Interference

Lebensohl  - other uses

Take out of 4 level pre-empts 4c/42
41 4s
10. OTHER NOTES
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	A_Help:  2021-05-08 16:05   last updated..RoL's help1...  <H>Fox-H: <T>For Foxit Users<n> <n>*** Please check the latest updates of the Usage and Advanced Guides<n>for further details ***<n> <n>If you find the file size is getting too large, please<n>check bookmark [HELP / Important / File SIZE]<n> <n>Note that hovering over a field usually shows the hint with the field name.<n> <n>After revision 18F22 of this form,  we can show RICH text when changing<n>field values in Foxit Reader 9.2.0.9297 and later.<n>In earlier Foxit versions, we only use Basic mode.<n>Foxit version 10 improves on use of rich text in fields.<n> <n>In Foxit version 9 update:  earlier versions of the form cannot be modified<n>but fields may be exported to an FDF file.<n> <n>Please also see [HELP / Important / [TEXT FIELDS]<H> <H>Ntr-H: <T>For Nitro users:<n> <n>The form partially works in Basic mode on Nitro products.<n>Refresh may be quite slow.<n>We are working with Nitro Support to improve this.<n> <n>Please see..<n>...the latest update to our Advanced Guide for more details.<H> <H>TVL-H: <T>About the Text Fields<n> <n>1. What is the caret/circumflex that appears in empty fields ?<n> <T>It is a place holder and will not be printed when<n> <T>at the start of a field.<n>   When you enter a few characters in a field,<n>   the validation process will remove the caret.<n> <n>2. If you delete all the content of a field:<n> <T>This version of the form restores the default value.<n> <T>For most fields, this is the caret code.<n>  Some fields show a hint in gray text which should not be printed.<n> <n>3. In Adobe products, the startup procedure can run a full REFRESH.<n> <T>This will mark any overflowing fields.<n>See [HELP / Important / Text Overflow] bookmark and Usage Guide.<n> <n>4. If your field contents are poorly aligned at left margin:<n> <T>You can use the [ToolBox / Trim Leading Spaces] bookmark.<n> <T>This also removes the leading caret from many field values.<n> <n>5. If your rich text fields are not displaying properly:<n> <T>You can use the [REFRESH] bookmark to repaint all fields.<n> <n>6. You can use bookmark [Status Check] to review the form.<n>We try to notify you if a REFRESH is needed.<n> <n>See also [ToolBox / Refresh at Open] and [HELP / General / The Editable Fields]<H> <H>DspF-H: <T>The Display Field names begin D_<n> <n>These are used for showing Rich and Basic text in ALL products.<n> <n>This avoids enabling rich text for the main text fields and helps minimize<n>the file size of the filled form.<n> <n>Most hints for display fields contain only the field name.<n>Some include a bookmark reference for more information.<n> <n>To view the editable field, simply click in the display field.<n>This allows hovering over the field to show bridge detail hint for the field.<n>See also [The Editable Fields].<n> <n>When you change the field value and exit the field,<n>the display field will be exposed.<n> <n>If you did not make any changes to the field value,<n>you can later use the bookmark [REFRESH] to repaint the display.<n>This should be detected when you later save or print the form when we<n>will offer to REFRESH the display.<H> <H>EnhBm-H: Enhanced Basic Mode<n> <n>We use an Helvetica font in Enhanced Basic mode.<n> <n>Leading rich codes affect the whole field:<n>======<n>   Any text colour code (the last one is used).<n>   !+ !- can change the text size<n>   The last of !< !| !> sets justification<n>   !b for bold, !i for italics <L>See note 1<R><n>======<n>These codes are terminated by<n>      any other code or any plain text content<n>or   by != which is ignored for Enhanced Basic mode<n> <T> but will reset the font size for rich mode.<n> <n>Bookmark [ Enhancements / Manage Styles] allows you to<n>enable Enhanced Basic mode.<n>This selection is only active when using [Richness = Basic] mode.<n>It will be remembered <L>for only this file<R> in the My_Options field.<n>After changing the mode, you can apply it to previously filled fields<n>by performing a full [REFRESH]<n> <n>Bookmark [Enhancements / Manage Styles] also allows you to change<n>the prefix that is applied to all field values ONLY in this mode.<n>The default prefix uses normal black font with size reduced by 1 point.<n> <n>Note 1. Immediately repeat the !b or !i to avoid affecting rich mode display.<n>Note 2. Use additional codes after != to set the initial rich mode style.<n>Note 3. The default colour is !0 which defaults to black.<n> <T>The default justification depends on the field.<n> <n>WARNING.     Not all these codes work in all PDF Reader programs!<H> <H>TFCB-H: <T>Getting started with codes used in rich text fields<n> <n>Please also review "Getting Started - A Quick Guide" in our Usage Guide.<n> <n>NOTE that the codes are only actioned when you exit a field.<n>An EXCLAMATION MARK introduces codes.<n> <n>For suit symbols, please use !S !H !C !D<n> <n>For smaller text you can use !- to reduce the font size of subsequent<n>text in a field.  See also [HELP / Important / Text Font Size ]<n> <n>For columns within fields, try entering !t to tab to the next column position.<n> <n>Bookmarks under [HELP / TEXT Field Codes] provide more detail including some shortcut codes.<n> <n>Under bookmark [HELP / General ]<n>  the <T>[Field Hints]  and  [List Box Help]<n>bookmarks may help you locate and use the sample values available<n>in the hints for many fields.<n> <n>See also bookmark [ToolBox / Refresh at Open]<n> <n>If any fields do not look correct, please use [REFRESH] to repaint all fields<H> <H>RCod2-H: More Rich Codes<n> <n>!/<T>Save the current colour as the normal text colour for !N or !?<n> <T>Also save current font settings for !?<n> <n>!?<T>Like !N - restore settings saved by previous !/<n> <n>!$<T>insert the field name as a diagnostic aid<n>!*<T>insert the current date and time <L>updated at each refresh<R><n>!~<T>insert some diagnostic information<n>!@<T>insert current font size<n>!%<T>insert current font name<H> <H>IMP-G: This is a group heading to allow hiding a few HELP entries.<H> <H>GEN-G: This is a group heading to allow hiding a few HELP entries.<H> <H>HWH-G: WARNING - The bookmark in this group allows CLEARing the form.<n> <n>This is NOT recoverable -<n>please <T>SAVE_AS a new file name<n>BOTH <T>BEFORE  and  AFTER the operation.<H> <H>JavaW-H: The JavaScript Warning Message<n> <n>We have a big field that covers most of page 1.<n>It shows a text message about the requirement to have JavaScript functions<n>enabled in your PDF reader program when using this form.<n> <n>In normal operation, the field is hidden when the form is opened<n>and we briefly expose it when saving the filled form.<n>We do not print the field.<n> <n>You can expose/hide the field by clicking on the LOGO at the top of page 1<n>or by using the bookmark [The JavaScript Warning / Manage Java Warning]<n>When the field is visible, you can click within it to hide the field.<n> <n>If the field remains visible, please read the contents which include<n>a guide about configuring your program to enable JavaScript.<n> <n>[Manage Java Warning] also allows you to hide the warning when saving your form. <T>While not recommended for normal use, this allows you to hide<n> <T>the message when you need to open the form in a program that<n> <T>does not allow javaScript.<H> <H>BLUE-H:   IF<T>all the fields, and the visible circles, have a common fill colour,<n> <T>(often pale blue but may be different for other PDF reader programs)<n> <T>perhaps with many showing a red border :<n> <n>THEN <T>you need to disable "Show border hover color for fields".<n> <n>From revision 18F06 of this form:<n>If you click in or near the larger [classification] circle at top right of page 1:<n>we will<T> TOGGLE the setting for "Show border hover color for fields"<n> <T>  <L>NOTE: it does not work in all PDF Reader programs<R><n>and also   show help about classifying your system.<n> <n>In Adobe Reader, the setting is in the program menus :<n> <T><Edit> <Preferences> <Forms><n> <n>We suggest you also do this:  in  <Preferences> / <Forms>,<n> <T>ENABLE "Show text field overflow indicator". <H> <H>RtrdF-G: This is a group heading to allow hiding a few ToolBox entries.<n> <n>The form may optionally include retired fields. After you load an FDF file from an earlier version of the form, these bookmarks help you transfer the values to a new field.<H> <H>Sizes-G: This is a group heading to allow hiding a few ToolBox entries.<n> <n>These bookmarks help you adjust font sizes.<H> <H>OthPrg-G: This is a group heading to allow hiding a few bookmarks.<H>  <H>.end.
	A_Help2:  2020-08-31 19:15   last updated..RoL's help2...  <H>AbbA-H: <T>SOME  ABBREVIATIONS<n> <n>Use the correct case for abbreviations.  <n>Note the use of BLOCK CAPITALS and SLASHES <L>/<R> in the abbreviation list.<n> <n>Where an alternate abbreviation is shown, use the longer<n>if space is available <L>i.e. VUL/DBL instead of V/X<R>.<n> <n>The abbreviation list is expanded from the standard WBF list.<n>An asterisk in a description indicates an extension to WBF list.<n> <n>ABBREVIATIONS : Part 1 <T>   HAND PATTERNS<n> <n><L>5431<R><T>Any hand with that distribution <L>suits unknown<R><n> <n> 5431<T>5 spades, 4 hearts, 3 diamonds and 1 club<n> <n> 54<L>31<R><T>5 spades, 4 hearts, 3 clubs and 1 diamond,   or,<n> <T>5 spades, 4 hearts, 1 diamond and 3 clubs<n> <n> 54<L>xx<R><T>A hand with 5 spades & 4 hearts<n> <n>- - - - -  BIDDING<n> <n> <L>bid<R><T>An opponent's bid is shown between parentheses.<n> <n> <n>The abbreviation list continues in the four nested bookmarks.<H> <H>AbAF-H: ABBREVIATIONS : Part 2 <T>Use the correct case for abbreviations.<n> <n>+<T>Append a plus sign for "or better" with no upper limit*<n>ADV<T>Advancer* <L>partner of the overcaller<R> or advancing<n>ASK<T>Asking bid<n>ART<T>Artificial<n>ATT<T>Attitude<n> <n>B<T>Black suit<L>s<R><n>BAL<T>Balanced<n>BW<T>Blackwood <T>See also KCB, RKCB<n> <n>CB<T>Checkback<n>COMP<T>Competitive<n>CONC<T>Concentrated <T>e.g. all values in the bid suits<n>CONST<T>Constructive<n>CTRL<T>Control<n>CUE<T>Cue-bid<n> <n>DBL<T>Double <T> <T><L>alternate: X<R><n>DISCG<T>Discourage <L>ing<R><n> <n>E<T>Even<n>ENCRG<T>Encourage <L>ing<R><n> <n>F<T>Forcing<n>F1<T>Forcing 1 round<n>F2NT<T>Forcing to 2NT<n>FG<T>Forcing to game  <T>Note: do not use GF<n>4SF<T>Fourth suit forcing<n>FAV<T>Favourable vulnerability*  <L>Not Vulnerable versus Vulnerable<R><n>FRAG<T>Fragment<n>FREQ<T>Frequent<H> <H>AbGN-H: ABBREVIATIONS : Part 3 <T>Use the correct case for abbreviations.<n> <n>G/T<T>Game try<n>H<T><L>high<R> Honour  <L>Ace, King, or Queen<R><n>HCP<T>High Card Points<n> <n>INV<T>Invitational<n>INQ<T>Inquiry<n>JTB<T>Jacoby Transfer Bid<n> <n>KCB<T>Keycard Blackwood <T> <T>See also BW, RKCB<n>L/D<T>Lead-directing<n>LEB<T>lebensohl <n>LHO<T>Opponent on your left<n>L/R<T>Limit raise<n>L/S<T>Long suit<n> <n>M<T>Major <L>suit spades or hearts<R><n>m<T>minor <L>suit diamonds or clubs<R><n>MAX<T>Maximum, Maximal, Maximal Overcall Double<n>MIN<T>Minimum<n> <n>NAT<T>Natural<n>NEG<T>Negative<n>NEU<T>Neutral<n>NF<T>Nonforcing<n>NT<T>No Trump<n>NV<T>Nonvulnerable<H> <H>AbOS-H: ABBREVIATIONS : Part 4 <T>Use the correct case for abbreviations.<n> <n>OM<T>The Other Major<n>om<T>The other minor<n>OPPT<T>Opponent<L>s<R><n>OPT<T>Optional<n>O/S<T>Outside<n>O/C<T>Overcall<n> <n>P/C<T>Pass  or  correct<n>PEN<T>Penalty<n>PH<T>Passed hand<n>PRE<T>Pre-emptive<n>PUP<T>Puppet to <T> <T>e.g. 2NT forces 3clubs<n> <n>QUANT<T>Quantitative<n>R<T>Red suit<L>s<R><n><L>R<R><T>Relay <T> <T>e.g. 2clubs asks for shape description<n>RDBL<T>Redouble <T> <T><L>alternate: XX <R><n>RESP<T>Responder;   Response;   Responsive<n>REV<T>Reverse<n>RHO<T>Opponent on your right<n>RKCB<T>Roman Keycard Blackwood <T>See also BW, KCB<n>R/O<T>Reopening<n> <n>S/P<T>Suit preference<n>S/A<T>Suit agreement<n>S/O<T>Signoff, shutout<H> <H>AbSZ-H: ABBREVIATIONS : Part 5 of 5   <T>Use the correct case for abbreviations.<n> <n>SOL<T>Solid <L>suit<R><n>S-SOL<T>Semi-solid <L>suit<R><n>SPL<T>Splinter, or short suit<n>S/S<T>Short suit<n>S/T<T>Slam try<n>STAY<T>Stayman<n>STR<T>Strong<n>SUPP<T>Support<n> <n>T/O<T>Takeout<n>TRF<T>Transfer     <T>Note: do not use TFR<n>UNF<T>Unfavourable vulnerability*  <L>Vulnerable versus Not Vulnerable<R><n>UNT<T>Unusual No Trump<n> <n>V<T>Vulnerable <T><L>alternate: VUL<R><n>VUL<T>Vulnerable <T><L>alternate: V<R><n>w/<T>With<n>w/o<T>Without<n>WJO<T>Weak jump overcall<n>WJS<T>Weak jump shift<n>WK<T>Weak<n> <n>X<T>Double <T> <T><L>alternate: DBL<R><n>XX<T>Redouble*  <T><L>alternate: RDBL<R><n>x<T>Any suit;   or   any small card<n>y/z<T>Any other suit<L>s<R><H> <H>.end.
	A_Help3:  2021-05-29 16:25   last updated..RoL's help3...  <H>Cbx-H: <T> ComboBox-like behaviour....for all rich text fields<n> <T> <T> **NEW in 2015**<n> <n>Enter only a questionmark and exit the field.<n> <T>The hint will appear in a popup message.<n> <n>If the hint has lines beginning<n> <T> "n : some..text" <n>and you enter only the n and exit the field:<n> <T>the code will be replaced by the text.<n> <n>You can enter up to four spaces with the ? or the code.<n>You can also include the leading caret.<n> <n>For some examples: hover over the RKCB<L>Style<R> or Open1C field.<n>=============================================== <n>This method works well in Adobe Reader:<n> <n>1. <Tab> into a field selects all the current contents.<n>    Alternative:   Click in a field and use <Ctrl>A to select the contents.<n> <n>2. Enter question mark and press <Tab><n> <T>This will show the hint in a popup message.<n> <n>3. Choose a selection, then press the spacebar to exit the popup message.<n>    You will be returned to the field with all previous contents selected.<n> <n>4. Type your selection then exit the field.<n> <T>The selection code will be replaced by the text.<n> <T>Then you can change it to suit your methods.<H> <H>CkBx-H: <T>These are tips for the checkbox-like fields.<n> <T>The side heading shows the field name.<n> <n> <T>To enable/disable these you can click anywhere between<n> <T>the start of the field label at the left of the box and the end of the box.<n> <n>IsCanape <T>Enable if you open the bidding with a natural bid in a suit and<n> <T>may later bid another suit to show more cards in the second suit.<n> <n>OneNTMayHave5Major   <T>Enable if your 1NT opening bid<n> <T> <T> <T>may contain a 5 card Major suit.<n> <n>IsBlackwood <T>Enable if you use 4NT to ask for count of aces.<n> <n>IsGerber <T>Enable if you use 4C to ask for count of aces.<n> <T>Also show details of when this is used.<n> <n>IsCueBids<T>Do you use cue bids to show controls when searching for slam ?<n> <T>Show priorities in notes if you might show a 2nd or 3rd round<n> <T>control before 1st round control.<n> <n>IsAskingBids   <T>Do you use asking bids to check what control<n> <T> <T>partner has in a suit ?<n> <n>Is4thForcing1Round    <T>Enable if you bid the fourth suit to force<n> <T> <T> <T>partner to bid again, but not force to game.<n> <n>Is4thForcingGame <T>Enable if your bid of the fourth suit is forcing to game.<n> <n>IsNTCheckback <T>Enable if you use a bid, usually in clubs or diamonds,<n> <T>to check further details about a NoTrump bid by your partner.<H> <H>Clr-H: These codes affect text colour.<n> <n>Code<T>Colour <T> <T>Code<T>Colour<n>====<T>======<T> <T>====<T>======<n> <n>!0<T>black<T> <T>!7<T>brown<n> <n>!1<T>red<T> <T>!8<T>darkbrown<n> <n>!2<T>blue<T> <T>!9<T>orange<n> <n>!3<T>fuchsia<T> <T>![<T>gray 60<n> <n>!4<T>green<T> <T>!]<T>silver  = gray 75<n> <n>!5<T>purple<T> <T>!:<T>gainsboro  = gray 86<n> <n>!6<T>cerulean<T> <T>!;<T>white <H> <H>Cls-H: To set classification and brown sticker:<n> <n>   In the Brown Sticker and Classification line:<n> <n> <T>Click anywhere between the start of the colour name side heading<n> <T>and the end of the box at the right of the heading.<n> <T>** BEST is to click on the label and avoid the box **<n> <T>Click again to turn it off.<n> <n>For classification colours - click another colour to change to that colour.<n> <n>To CORRECTLY CLASSIFY YOUR SYSTEM, <n> <T>please refer to your national system regulations.<n> <n>If the large circle still has a pale blue fill when you have set a classification<n> <T>..please see bookmark [HELP / BLUE Fill]<H> <H>Cod-H: <T> Rich Text Codes <L>basic version<R><n> <n>   These are case sensitive unless upper and lower case is shown.<n> <n>!t<T>insert spaces like TABbing.<n> <T>In Adobe products, insert <Tab> character.<n> <n>!T<T>insert <Tab> character <L>this works well in Adobe Reader<R><n> <T>It may be treated as one space by some PDF Readers.<n> <n>!b  !B<T>* Toggle Bold text<n>!i<T>* Toggle Italic text  [Note:  !I is disused]<n>!u<T>* Toggle Underlined text   [Note: !U now used for unicode]<n>!^<T>* Toggle Superscript<n>!v<T>* Toggle Subscript   [Note: !V no longer used]<n> <T>*** ==>> terminate these with !N !n !? or font size code<n> <T>***<T>or by repeating the code to toggle it off.<n> <n>!n<T>Set normal style text, font size is not changed<n>!N<T>Same as !n  Also set normal text colour <L>usually black<R><n> <n>!   !!<T> ! followed by space or ! inserts an exclamation mark.<n> <n>    The last of these in a field sets text alignment:<n>!<<T>Left justified<n>!|<T>Centered<n>!><T>Right justified<n> <n>    These change the font size for the remainder of the field:<n>!+<T>Larger <L>add 1pt. each time<R><n>!=<T>Normal <L>usually 10pt.<R><n>!-<T>smaller <L>subtract 1pt. each time, minimum=6pt.<R><n> <n>For more codes, please see in the [HELP /  RICH TEXT info.] group:<n> <T>[Colour Codes] <T>[Suit Symbols]<n><T>[More Rich Codes]<T>[Unicode Text]<n>and   the Usage Guide.<H> <H>FLC-H: See also bookmarks under:<n> <T>[Enhancements] / [Rich Mode Functons] / [Fill Colours]<n> for bookmarks to help with displaying fill colours.<n> <n> When at the end of a field value, these codes change the fill colour.<n> <n>Code<T>Colour <T> <T>Code<T>Colour<n>====<T>======<T> <T>====<T>======<n> !#b<T>pale blue<T> <T> !#y<T>pale yellow<n> !#g<T>pale green<T> <T> !#B<T>darker blue<n> !#o<T>pale orange   <T> !#P<T>darker pink<n> !#p<T>pale pink<T> <T> !#T<T>transparent<n> !#u<T>pale purple   <T> !#W<T>white<n> !#x<T>paler gray<T> <T> !#X<T>default gray fill<n> <n> To temporarily hide these codes, append a minus to the code.<H> <H>Hint-H: <T>*** The HINTS ***<n> <n>You may hover/mouse-over most text fields to see a hint about use of the field.<n> <n>    If the hint does not appear - please magnify the view so it is<n>    easier to hover over the field and expose the hint.<n> <n>Enter a questionmark in EDITABLE rich text fields to show the hint in<n>a popup message.<n> <n>The hint for some fields contain only the field name.<n>More detail is in the hint for the top row in the group.<n> <n>Please also see [HELP / General / The Display Fields]<n> <n>Hints for the imitation checkboxes are grouped<n>in the [HINTS - Checkboxes] bookmark.<n> <n>See also: <T>[HELP / General / List Box Help].<n> <n>To check the name of a field, place the !$ code in, then exit, the field<H> <H>MAC-H: <T>For Macintosh Users<n> <n>Preview is the default PDF reader program on Macintosh computers.<n> <n>This form does not work very well in Preview.<n> <n>Do not save the form from Preview.<n> <n>You will need to use Adobe Reader XI or later, or Adobe Acrobat.<n> <n>Please also see the [HELP / BLUE Fill] bookmark<H> <H>MPE-H: <T>For Master PDF Editor users<n> <n>Version 5.7.60 has improvements for using this form.<n> <n>MPE is available for Windows, Linux and macOS.<n> <n>MPE does not allow javascript to manage layers.<n> <n>Please see our Advanced Guide for more details.<H> <H>New-H: <T>Updates to internal help can be shown here.<n> <n>They are loaded via FDF files and need not be in English!<n> <n>1. The R. fields used in earlier versions of the form have been<n>replaced by fields beginning D_<n>The normal operation of the form changed in 2020.<n> <n>Please also read bookmark [HELP / Importent / TEXT FIELDS]<n> <n>2. Both pages of the form have an action area at the top left.<n>You can show their positions by exposing the Layer AA for the page.<n>Bookmark [Show Action Areas] can help with this in many PDF reader<n>programs.  It provides shortcuts for the<n>bookmarks [REFRESH] and [View editable fields].<n> <n>3. Foxit Reader 10.1.3 is a good alternative to Adobe Reader.<n> <n>4. We have a simpler rich text method for programs that<n>    do not support rich text spans.<n> <T>See [HELP / TEXT Field Codes / Enhanced Basic Mode]<n> <n>5. Some rich codes have changed: e.g. !n !i !b !B !^ !v !I !U<n> <T>See [HELP / TEXT Field Codes / Rich Codes]<n> <n>6. We warn users when JavaScript is not available or not functioning properly.<n> <T>See [The JavsScript Warning]<n> <n>7. Non printing text in rich fields is enclosed between !]{ and }<n> <T>This requires javascript.<H> <H>Oflo-H: <T>WHEN TEXT OVERFLOWS A FIELD<n> <n>We recommend that you enable the text field overflow indicators which<n>are available in Adobe products but may not be in other PDF readers.<n> <n>To activate the overflow indicators in Adobe Reader or Foxit Reader:<n> <n>    This may be different in your version...something like..<n> <n>    Visit..  <T><Edit>   <Preferences>   <Forms><n>    then.. <T>Enable<T>Show text field overfow indicator<n> <T>disable<T>highlighting fields <L>not needed with this form<R>.<n> <n>WARNING: different programs may have different overflow calculations.<n> <n>These options are available for reducing field value sizes:<n> <n>1. Use abbreviations for some text. See [Abbreviations] bookmarks.<n> <n>2. Minimize punctuation. E.g. remove a trailing period.<n> <n>3. Reduce font size of some text e.g insert one or more !- codes.<n> <n>4. Brute force method - reduce default font size.<n>    Please see the bookmarks under  [ToolBox]<n> <n>5. For tiny overflow, try using  !<  code for left justification<n>    to inhibit the default insertion of a leading space<n> <n>6. Use redirection.<n>    Insert an indicator about where to find further details.<n>    E.g.<n>        <L>*<R>  <L>**<R><n>        10.5     to indicate note 5 in section 10.<n>        See 3    to refer to note 3 in the next  Other or Notes area<n>                   on the same side of the current page.<n> <n>See also bookmark [HELP / Printing Tips / Printing Problems]<H> <H>PrImg-H: PRINT-AS-IMAGE is useful if your printout does not match the screen view.<n> <n>E.g.<T>1. Suit symbols do not print properly<n> <T>2. If many stray horizontal black lines are printed<n> <T>3. Side headings are cramped with adjacent letters overprinted<n> <T>4. Font substitution leads to unexpected field overflow<n> <n>Print-as-image is found in Adobe products via..<n> <T>Initiate PRINT and select the printer<n> <T>Then click the <Advanced> button<n> <n>Print-as-image may not be available for all printers.<H> <H>PrintP-H: For hints about printing problems<n> <T>please view the bookmark [HELP / Printing Tips]<n> <n>To update your revision date, use bookmark [ToolBox / Set Date]<n> OR click on the MyRev. side label. <n> <n>The print operation should usually offer an option to SWAP PLAYERS.<n>You can use [ToolBox / Swap Players]<n> OR click on the Numbers and Names side heading in the main card heading<n> <T>to swap the player details in your saved file.<H> <H>PPrd-H: <T>WHICH PARTNER ?<n> <n>Use a standard print method for the program to print the card.<n>This should offer you an option to swap players before printing.<n> - They should be automatically swapped back after printing.<n> <n>To swap the players and save the card please use<n> <T>[ToolBox / Swap Players] bookmark.<n>OR click on the Numbers and Names side heading in the main card heading.<n> <n>The old printing bookmarks are still available for emergencies in:<n> <T>[ToolBox / Print the Card]   and <n> <T>[ToolBox / Print Partners Card]<H> <H>Pri-H: How to SHOW PRIORITIES in <T>5. PLAY CONVENTIONS ?<n> <n>  Example:  Place some in one column, and more in 2nd column<n> <n>    1. Choice.A   2. Choice.B   <T> 3. Choice.C  4. Choice.D<n> OR<n>     <L>separate priorities vs Suit and vs NT<R><n> <n>    1. Suit.Pri.1  2. Suit.Pri.2 <T> 1. NT.Pri.1   2. NT.Pri.2<n> <n>Use redirection if you need more space - see the Usage Guide.<H> <H>.end.
	A_Help4:  2021-05-28 16:22   last updated..RoL's help4...  <H>Prnt-H: <T>PRINTING TIPS<n> <n>The card is designed to fill an A4 page, be folded in half for<n>regular use, and folded again for pockets and handbags.<n> <n>The form almost fills an A4 page.  If your printer cannot print to the<n>edges of the page, we suggest a custom scale of about 90% to 94%.<n>Or you might try SHRINK OVERSIZED PAGES.<n> <n>If you need a smaller card, please try custom scale 75% to 82%.<n> <n>Printer setup options:<n> <T>Use LANDSCAPE <L>or auto-portrait-landscape<R> orientation.<n> <T>For duplex printing, choose FLIP on SHORT SIDE.<n>Adobe products should use these settings, other PDF readers may not.<n> <n>IMPORTANT - for some printers you may also need:<n> <T>CENTER or FIT the card between the printing margins,<n>  or<T>ACTUAL SIZE instead of SHRINK OVERSIZED PAGES which<n> <T>   may print pages to the left of center on the page.<n> <n>AVOID using 'Save ink/toner' option when printing. In Adobe products that<n>disables javascript and inhibits the functions we provide when printing.<n> <n>BEWARE: The fields in this PDF form have fixed width and height.<n>Text overflowing a field is not printed.<n>You should carefully check for any overflow indicators in the<n>printed form as they warn that something is missing.<n>Please also see  [HELP / Important / Text Overflow]  bookmark.<n> <n>See also<T>[HELP / Printing Tips / Printing Problems]<n>and<T>[Printing Tips / Print Partner Card] bookmarks.<H> <H>Qik-H: <T>*** QUICK TIPS ***<n>More details on these are in the Usage Guide.<n> <n>1. AVOID digitally SIGN this form - see [Signing Hints] bookmark.<n> <n>2. This form works best with an Adobe PDF product.<n> <T>Adobe <L>Acrobat<R> Reader <L>version eleven or later<R> is a good choice.<n> <T>Earlier versions did not allow local saving of filled forms.<n>2a. Foxit products allow saving field values to an FDF file and,<n>from version 9.6, can also show rich text.<n> <n>3. If many fields and the visible circles have a common fill colour:<n> <T>See [BLUE Fill] bookmark.<n> <n>4. The cleanest way to CLEAR A FIELD is by replacing the value with spaces.<n> <n>5. Expose the OVERFLOW INDICATORS<n> <T>These help you check where content may not be printed.<n> <T>See [HELP / Important / Text Overflow] bookmark.<n> <n>6. Use [Status Check] and [REFRESH] bookmarks to check<n>  <T>and correct some problems with field values.<n> <n>7. Use SAVE_AS. <T>This may help minimize the file size.<n> <T>Save your updates with a new file name frequently.<n>This may not minimize the file size with other free PDF reader programs.<n> <n>8. NEVER delete pages from the form.<n> <n>9. When actioning bookmarks, click on the flag rather than the name.<n> <n>10. Reduce file size:<n>   a. Avoid using italics <L>this is less important since revision 18I19<R><n>   b. Optimize saved files..    E.g. in Adobe Reader:<n>         <Edit> / <Preferences> / <Documents><n>         enable:  Save as Optimized for Fast Web View.<H> <H>Rich-H: <T>Rich Text Processing<n> <n>If the content of any text field does not look right,<n>please use the [REFRESH] bookmark.<n> <n>Using codes, you can quickly swap between rich text<n><L>with coloured suit symbols<R> and basic mode showing plain text.<n> <n>Use of rich text is optional <L>and the default<R>.<n>It requires enabling Javascript in your PDF reader.<n> <T>If using this, you should probably disable spell checking,<n> <T>and enable showing the text field overflow indicator.<n>   Please see [HELP / Important / Text Overflow]<n> <n>You can encode richness in all text fields <L>since 2015 version of the form<R>.<n> <n>The exclamation mark character is used to introduce each code.<n>Some alphabetic codes are not case-sensitive.<n>Unknown code characters are shown as is.<n>WARNING: More codes may be used in future versions of the form.<n> <n>!# <T>has special uses at the start, end, AND ALSO in the middle<n> <T>of text in a field.<n> <n>More detail is in the Usage Guide.<n> <n>The bare  ^  appearing alone in these fields is a placeholder.<n> <T>You can either replace it, or append your details to it.<n>A leading ^ in a field will not be shown in RICH or BASIC mode<n>unless you are editing the field.<n> <n>See also: <T>[Suit Symbols] <T>[Rich Codes] <T>[Colour Codes]<n> <T>[List Box Help] <T>[Shortcut Codes] <T>[Extra Notes]<n> <T>[Text Value Problems] <T>[Unicode Text]<n>and the Usage Guide.<n> <n>To turn off rich text, use the [Richness = Basic]<n>bookmark and apply this to previously filled fields.<H> <H>RichH-G: This heads a group of bookmarks that describe<n>the encoding used to produce rich text.<n> <n>We use an exclamation mark to begin codes<n>and an grave accent to begin shortcut codes.<n> <n>You can expand this group when you need more details.<H> <H>ScCd-H: <T>SHORTCUT CODES IN TEXT FIELDS<n> <n>A grave accent <L> ` <R>  introduces a shortcut code.<n> <T>It is the unshifted character on the tilde key<n> <T>below <Esc> on US Windows keyboards. <n>      Use it twice to display the character once.<n> <n>Preloaded codes are:<n> <n>  1<T>1st <T>| in Rich mode<n>  2<T>2nd <T>|   these have the letters<n>  3<T>3rd <T>|   superscripted.<n>  4<T>4th <T>| <n>  5<T>5th <T>| <n>  +<T>a superscripted plus sign<n>  -<T>a superscripted en dash<n>  _<T>an en dash<n>  .<T>a horizontal ellipsis<n>  @<T>the one half character<n>  [ ]<T>Superscripted with contents<n>  <L> <R><T>Superscripted with contents<n> <n>E.g. enter `4 in a text field for a nice looking 4th .<n> <T>or  `[12`]  for superscripted [12]<n> <n>These can be disabled or changed or you can add more codes.<n>See bookmarks under [Enhancements] / [Shortcuts & More]<n> <n>More details are in the 2017 update to the Usage Guide.<H> <H>Sign-H: <T> About Digitally Signing this form..<n> <T>  =================<n> <T>    Do NOT sign the form.<n> <T>  =================<n>Digitally SIGNing and saving this form may prevent future changes<n>to field contents. <T>BUT..that is not always the case...<n> <n>To maximize your recovery options...<n> <T>BEFORE digitally signing the form, we STRONGLY SUGGEST that<n> <T>you save your filled file with a new name.<n> <n>And....<T>after you sign it....SAVE_AS another new file name.<n> <n>After SIGNing the form, you may need to use [REFRESH] bookmark<n>which attempts to reinstate printing for all fields.<n> <n>It may be possible to export field contents from a signed form to an FDF file.<n>The FDF file may then be imported over an empty form to recover your file.<n> <n>Please check the Usage Guide for more recent updates about SIGNing forms.<H> <H>Suit-H: <T> Suit Symbols<n> <n>Use   !S   !H   !D   !C   <L>or !s !h !d !c <R> for suits.<n> <n>These are shown as suit symbols when in RICH mode in an Adobe product.<n>Also in recent versions of Foxit products.<n> <n>The suit symbols are shown in a maximum font size of 11pt.<n> <n>In Basic mode, they are shown as S H D and C <n> <n>In other PDF Readers, [REFRESH] or any change to a field value will<n>revert to using Basic mode.<H> <H>TSZ-H: <T>About the Font Size in Rich Text Fields<n> <n>These adjustments need:<n> <T>javaScript enabled,<n>and <T>Richness=RiCH  <L>it is the default<R>.<n> <n>You can use Rich Codes <T> !+ or !- or !=<n> to adjust the font size for later text in a field.<n> <n>NOTE: <T>you will not see the effect until you exit the field.<n> <n>Some bookmarks in the [ToolBox] group are available<n>for adjusting the font size in all rich text fields.<H> <H>Tabs-H: The default TAB sequence between fields includes the checkboxes,<n>circles and classification line colour boxes.<n> <n>Normal flow is left to right then down a row.<n> <n>Page 1 traverses the main heading then sections 1 through 7.<n>Page 2 traverses  section 8 then 9 then 10.<n> <n>The exceptions:<n>In 1. Opening Bids and responses to 1NT, flow is in bridge order.<n>In 6. Slam Conventions - the checkboxes in left column are between<n> <T>GerberWhen and SlamNotes_1.<n>In 7. Other Conventions - the MyRev/Date field is between<n> <T>Other_2_5 and MoreNotes_1.<n>In 8. Responses to Opening Bids, flow is in bridge order.<n> <n>When positioned on a checkbox, the spacebar effects a mouseclick.<n> <n><Shift> <Tab> goes backwards through fields.<n> <n>Some PDF Readers may ignore bridge order and revert to normal flow.<n> <n>WARNING: if you change the value of a text field then use TAB to exit the field:<n>we try to position you in a hidden field on page 2 to avoid complications.<n>Some PDF reader programs may focus on a Refreshments action area.<n> <n>To avoid this please use <Enter> or a mouse click to exit the original field<H>  <H>Top-H: Bookmarks in this group provide basic, and more advanced, help information.<n> <n>For more details, please see the Usage Guide. <n> <n>For assistance: <T> Visit the System Cards page at the web site of <n>    your national organization: <T> www.abf.com.au <n>    and review the latest support help information <L>the Usage Guide<R> <n>    and current national System Regulations.<n> <n>Bookmark tips use [ ]  to enclose references to other bookmarks, <n>and  < >  to enclose <T>keyboard key names<n> <T>and menu references in your PDF Reader program. <n> <n>In 2019, more bookmarks in the [HELP] group have been arranged in<n>subgroups. <T>If you cannot see the one you need, <n> <T> <T>please expand all the subgroups. <n> <n>Many bookmarks popup an information message<n> <T>..click OK <L>or press the spacebar<R> to proceed. <n> <n>Please check the  [Popup Messages] bookmark<H>  <H>UCOD-H: You can code any unicode characters using:<n> <n> <T>!U+vvvvvv;<n> or <T>!U+xxxxyyyyzzzz<n> <n>where <T>!U+ <T>initiates unicode mode<n>and<n>       vvvvvv <T>is one set of 2 to 6 hex* characters<n> <T> <T>terminated by a semicolon.<n> or<n>    xxxx yyyy zzzz <T>is one or more sets of 4 hex* characters.<n> <T> <T>There may be many more than 3 sets.<n>  *Hexadecimal characters are 0-9 A-F and a-f<n> <n>They are shown in the current font, size and colour.<n>Extra spaces may be needed before and/or after some wide characters.<n> <n>Some characters may cause an overflow in the field.<n> <n>The bookmark [Miscellaneous/Encode Unicode] will convert<n> <T>all unicode text in field values to !U+ codes.<n>This is useful when saving the filled form as text.<H> <H>XtrN-H: <T>EXTRA NOTES IN TEXT FIELDS<n> <n>The left and right curly bracket <L>brace<R> rich codes enclose extra notes.<n>E.g. <T> !{ extra notes !}<n>These allow you to save any details related to the field.<n> <n>By default the extra notes are not shown.<n> <n>See [Enhancements] / [Shortcuts & More] for a bookmark to<n>expose and hide these details.<n>When changing this you will need to [REFRESH] the display.<H> <H>CkBx-G: Setting CheckBox Format|||These bookmarks set the My_CheckBoxValues field in the Settings layer.<n> <n>Current value is: !«My_CheckBoxValues»<n> <n>More help is available in the Usage Guide.<H> <H>DatF-G: Setting Date Format|||These bookmarks set the My_DateFormat field in our Settings.<n> <n>The util.printd function is used for preparing the date.<n> <n>Your Date Format is currently: !«My_DateFormat»<n> <n>After changing the format,<n> you must use the [ToolBox / Set Date] bookmark<n>  OR  click on the MyRev. side label <n>to change the date field.<n> <n>More help is available in the Usage Guide.<H> <H>LFdF-G: Loading Data Files|||The nested bookmark is for loading data files.<n> <n>[Load an FDF File] ...usually ends by offering REFRESH functions.<n> <n>Below [HANDLE with CARE] is another bookmark which allows<n>clearing the form and optionally loading an FDF file.<n> <n>BEWARE: clearing the form is not recoverable.<H> <H>Misc-G: Miscellaneous Bookmarks|||This group of bookmarks is most useful to the developer of the form.<n> <n>You may be asked to use some for resolving problems.<H> <H>TBox-G: Refreshing Imported File Data|||These bookmarks assist with converting FDF files exported from<n>older versions of this form.<n> <n>You may also need to adjust the colours:<n> see [Enhancements / Rich Mode Functions]<n> <n>Since 2019 we also have the print preparation tools here.<H> <H>.end.
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